**Church History**

**Instructions:** Complete as much of the crossword puzzle below without using any notes at first, then finish it off with the help of your class notes and the resources at CatholicReligionTeacher.com. If you absolutely can’t find an answer please don’t spend 8 hours trying to find them. It’s okay to have 1-2 blank on the day this is due.

First & Last Name: ________________________
Class: _____ Today’s date: ________________
Saint of the Day: ________________________

(“Pray for me!”)
Across
2. The ___ = "Holy" wars fought between Christians and Muslims
3. The moment Adam and Eve disobey God is known as: The ___
4. AD = Anno ___ (Latin for "The Year of Our Lord")
6. The New Eve = ___
7. The New Adam = ___
9. The chosen people that were sometimes faithful and sometimes unfaithful to God: ___
11. The Council of ___ finalized the books of the Bible in 393 AD
12. The ___ = When some Catholics unfortunately hated both the sin AND the sinner
14. "The problem with Catholics today is nobody is trying to ___ us."
17. Jesus = Like an OT ___ because he gets rid of our sins
18. The ___ = A time when new ideas began to spread across Europe and change the way people lived and thought
19. Avignon, ___ = Where the pope lived for a while during the 14th century
22. Sola ___ = The Protestant belief that the Bible is all a Christian needs to know God's truth
23. To prevent the chaos of everyone trying to interpret the Bible by themselves, God gave us the ___ (pope and bishops) which would be guided by the Holy Spirit
24. Jesus = Like an OT ___ because he was a powerful leader who conquered the enemy (sin)
25. Biblical ___ = When a person or event in the OT points or connects to something in the NT
26. Today there are over thousands of different ___ denominations (churches)

Down
1. Messianic prophecies are scattered all over the ___ Testament
2. ___ = Name of the emperor who legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire
5. Jesus = Like an OT ___ because he called people to repent and come back to God
6. ___ = The one who would come and save the Israelites from their enemies
8. ___ = An ancient symbol of the Catholic Church
10. The Great ___ = When the Church split into 2
13. ___ = Someone who dies for their faith
15. Jesus started the Catholic Church when he named ___ the first pope
16. ___ = The belief that God made us but doesn't care about us which became popular during The Enlightenment
17. ___ is another word for prediction
18. ___ = Doing things with other Christians that bring us together
20. ___ = New church that began in 1054 AD
21. Over 2,000 ___ gathered for Vatican II